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New Website Spotlight: 
Get a Loan
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Located on the menu bar of your credit union’s auto resource, the “Get a Loan” pull-down 
tab includes valuable features of the website. The monthly payment calculator, based on 
your input, creates a payment you are comfortable with and populates your searches. 
Also, a handy resource that details what 0% APR is. While this looks enticing, is it really 
the best choice for you? Find the answers here.

Compare Vehicles

       
 
    

       

Have fun shopping for and comparing your  
dream vehicles. The car-shopping process  
can be daunting, but not with this rapid-fire 
comparison tool! It provides all the information 
to help with the decision-making process with 
side-by-side comparisons on all “must have” 
features on your car-buying list. Compare 
Vehicles is found under the “Find a Car”  
pull-down menu. 

Summer Driving 
Hazards 
Each new season brings varied road  
and weather conditions drivers need  
to be aware of.

Hydroplaning takes place when a layer of 
water builds between the wheels of the 
vehicle and the road surface, leading to a 
loss of traction that prevents the vehicle from 
responding to commands from the driver. 
This is especially dangerous as braking and 
steering controls are impacted. Limit your risk 
by avoiding cruise control in the rain, slowing 
down, and maintaining a safe distance from 
others.  If you hydroplane, grip and hold the 
steering wheel straight, stop all acceleration, 
and avoid breaking, which can make the 
situation worse.
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If you can remain in the vehicle  
until help arrives, do so.  
If not, there’s a safe  
method to follow to  
exit your vehicle.  

1. Open the door 
all the way, do  
not touch any  
metal parts of  
the door, and  
do not touch  
the power lines. 

2. Position your body so it is facing the ground 
with your arms folded on your chest.

3. Jump from the vehicle, landing on both feet 
and not touching anything but the ground 
with your feet. Make sure they are parallel 
and not more than six inches apart. 

4. Shuffle, keeping feet together, until you are  
a safe distance away, at least 30 feet.
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•  When the thermometer goes up, your car’s cooling system can feel the effects.  
Monitor coolant levels, leaking hoses, and broken electric fans that can result  
in overheating and damage.

•  Luggage carried on the roof of vehicles can cause drag, it is best to transport in an  
aerodynamic luggage box.

•  Air conditioning doesn’t have to be on full blast the entire trip. Once the vehicle has 
cooled down, turn it lower or off.

•  Open windows cause drag and lower fuel efficiency.

•  Tire pressure needs to be increased when the vehicle is heavier than normal,  
such as on a trip with passengers and luggage.

•  Windshield screens work to keep the temperature lower in the car while you are  
not in it. Never leave anyone in the vehicle, even with a windshield screen.

Summer Driving Tips Safety Tip:
Exiting a vehicle covered  
by or touching downed 
power lines. 
 

Summer is all about the  

CAR BUYING TIP!
Take Advantage
Summer months mean sweet deals on your 
next car! After you have researched your next 
ride and saved your choices, it’s time to head 
to the dealer for some amazing prices. Many 
dealerships will be offering great incentives 
on 2016 models to make room for next year’s 
offerings that start hitting showrooms
in early fall. Find the car you want, grab
a great deal, and hit the road this summer!

 
                                  

ROAD TRIP!
Below are some popular apps to consider as  
you hit the road this summer!

Waze – GPS, maps, and traffic in real time,  
provide the best route to your destination.

Gas Buddy – Maps your trip and lets you  
know when and where to get gas.

Food Spotting – Find great places to eat  
along your journey.

AroundMe – Get information on restaurants,  
banks, gas stations, hotels, and movie  
schedules!

Glympse – Share location and ETA with friends when you send a “glimpse” to other users.

Hotel Tonight – Need a last-minute place to lay your head? Locate everything by price and 
reviews.

Bands in Town – Want to know where the live shows are around you? It’s all here.

Starbucks – Always needed, no explanation necessary.

Roadside America – Reveals unique things to do around you for the non-traditionalist.

AAA Mobile – Provided a trip planner and emergency assistance (this is for AAA members only).


